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Abstract 
Given the set of lines representing a railway network, and other parameters such as costs, speed, origin/destination matrix, etc., 
the goal of this paper is to fix the frequency of each line and the capacity of each train so that the net profit of the network is 
maximized. To introduce the net profit, a rigorous analysis for the calibration of different parameters that appear in its definition 
is needed.  We introduce an exact algorithm and a heuristic approach. Both procedures are compared over a set of randomly 
generated instances. 
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1. Introduction 
The planning process in railway transport consists of several consecutive phases, starting with the network 
design, followed by line planning, timetabling and vehicle and crew scheduling (see Guihaire & Hao, 2008). In this 
paper, we will focus on the line planning process. In the strategic planning process of a railway network, decisions 
about a line plan, the size of trains and the number of crews are necessary. We assume the infrastructure (tracks and 
stations) as well as the topology of its associated lines are already given. 
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 In railway terminology, a line is characterized by several aspects: two different terminal stations (initial and final 
station), the intermediate stops, its frequency, and the capacity of each train (number of carriages). The traditional 
line planning problem consists of finding a set of lines (a line plan) and their frequencies providing a good service 
according a certain objective, which is usually oriented towards the passengers and/or the operator. A review of 
different objective functions is presented in Schöbel (2011). One of the most common objectives in the literature is 
to maximize the number of direct trips, see Bussiek (1998) and Bussieck et al. (1997). A major drawback of this 
objective is that travel times are not taken into account, and therefore the output might be a network with few 
transfers but with long travel times. Our paper will focus on the line planning problem context taking into account 
aspects related to rolling stock and personnel planning. The problem consists of maximizing the net profit of a line 
plan by selecting the frequency as well as the train size of each line, imposing that all passengers willing to travel in 
the railway system can be transported.  
In our problem, we assume that passengers choose their routes and their transport mode according to traveling 
times, and we simultaneously determine the frequency and the number of carriages of the railway trains optimizing a 
certain objective (which, as far as the authors know, has not been proposed in the literature). A similar problem is 
treated in Goosens et al. (2004) where a model for the line planning problem taking into account different types of 
vehicles is defined. The authors first present a model to solve the problem of deciding for each line its frequency and 
the number of carriages per train. The input data is formed by a set of triples:  line, frequency and capacity. The only 
decision variable is a binary variable representing whether a triple is selected or not. To solve the problem of 
minimizing the line operating cost, they distribute a priori the passenger flow among the different transportation 
modes. They extend the model by considering different types of trains (regional, intercity and interregional). The 
main differences between our model and that in Goosens et al. (2004) are the following: they do not consider an 
alternative mode competing with the railway transport, we present a model integrating the traffic assignment 
procedure in the optimization process, and we give a certain degree of freedom to the frequency and the number of 
carriages used by trains of each line. Moreover, we assume the maximum number of possible carriages is a 
sufficiently large natural number such as all people traveling on each line in the railway system can be transported. 
In other words, the railway system is a non-crowding network. 
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we formally describe the problem studied in this 
paper. An exact approach is discussed in Section 3, and a heuristic algorithm is presented in Section 4. Some 
experiments over randomly generated instances are discussed in Section 5.  
2. The problem 
We now formally describe the Railway Network Frequency and Capacity Setting Problem (RNFCSP), which 
takes the following input data: 
x A railway line network (S,L) describing the railway system, where: 
o S is the set of stations. 
o L is the set of lines. Each line ℓ consists of a subset of pairs of stations of S whose associated 
(directed) arcs form two paths.  
o We define the set of (undirected) edges of the network E as the set consisting of all pairs of 
stations that are directly connected by a rail link. We define the set of (directed) arcs associated 
to E as A(E).  
x The length of arc (i, j) in A(E) using the railway system. 
x A set ܹ ൌ ሼݓଵǡǥݓȁௐȁሽof ordered origin-destination (OD) pairs. 
x The expected number of passengers per hour for an average day and ݑ௪௔௟௧the travel time using the 
alternative mode of each OD pair w. 
x The cost for operating one locomotive per unit of length and the operating cost of one carriage per length unit. 
Both parameters include running costs such as fuel or energy consumption. 
x The crew cost per train and year which includes the costs regarding the personnel operating the train. 
x The purchase price of the necessary locomotives per train (one or two), and the purchase price of one carriage. 
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x The total number of hours that a train is operating per year, and the horizon of years to recover the total building 
cost and the rolling stock acquisition cost. 
x The fare per trip, which is the same for all trips regardless of their length/duration. 
x The capacity of one carriage measured in number of people that it can transport at any given time. Therefore, the 
capacity of a train of a certain line is defined  by means of two factors: the capacity of a carriage and the number 
of carriages forming the trains of this line. 
x The minimum number of carriages that can be included in a train. 
x A natural number representing the maximum number of carriages that a train can contain, which is typically 
bounded by the platform length.  
x A set of feasible frequencies (number of services per hour) for the lines, {GȲminGS…GSȲmax }    
x The average speed of trains (commercial speed). 
x The transfer times between lines at any possible transfer station. 
 
The problem consists of choosing the frequency of each line and the number of carriages of each train so that the 
net profit of the network is optimized. We define the net profit of the network as: ZNET = ZREV – (ZVOC + ZIFC), where: 
 
x ZREV is the total revenue for the time horizon planned to recover the purchase costs, which is computed as the 
number of passengers who use the railway during the planning horizon, times the passenger fare.  
x ZVOC is the variable operation cost over the planning horizon, which is defined as the sum of the crew operation 
cost and the fleet operation cost. The crew operation cost includes the personnel costs induced by the operation of 
all trains over the time horizon. The fleet operation cost is defined as the distance traveled by trains times the cost 
of moving all trains with the selected number of carriages per unit of length.  
x ZIFC is the investment fleet cost, defined as the cost of purchasing the necessary number of locomotives and 
carriages. 
 In order to estimate the number of passengers that will use the railway network, we will compare the average 
travel times of each OD pair w both using the alternative mode, ݑ௪௔௟௧  (which is considered given), and the railway 
network ݑ௪Ǥ The latter is calculated by means of shortest paths over the network, which depend on frequency of 
lines and transfer times. Once both travel times are known, the proportion of users of an OD pair w is calculated by 
means of a logit function as  
ݎ௪ ൌ
ͳ
ͳ ൅ ݁ሺఈିఉሺ௨ೢೌ೗೟ି௨ೢሻሻǡ 
where α and β are parameters that need to be calibrated. 
The following example shows how both the frequency and the number of carriages are decisive factors to be 
considered when planning railway lines. 
 
Example:  
 
Consider a simple case in which S = {1,2,3}, L = {κଵ= {1,2}, κଶ= {2,3}}, see Figure 1. A trip from 1 to 3 
includes a waiting time at the origin station and a transfer time at station 2. Note that therefore the expected travel 
time of this OD pair depends on the frequencies of the lines, and thus passengers choose the railway mode or the 
competing mode depending on this. Note as well that if the number of potential passengers is large enough, then we 
also need to consider including more carriages in the trains, as the maximum allowed frequency might not be enough 
to transport them all.  
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Fig. 1. Network consisting of two lines and three stations. 
3. An exact algorithm 
In this section we introduce an algorithm that solves our problem to optimality, that is, it provides a configuration 
of frequencies (number of services per hour for each line) and capacities (number of carriages per train of each line) 
that maximizes the net profit of the network. The idea is to iteratively check all possible combinations of 
frequencies. For each such combination of frequencies, the shortest path taking into account transfer and waiting 
times on the railway network for each OD pair can easily be computed. From these shortest paths we compute the 
number of passengers traveling on each line and arc. For each line, the arc of this line that carries the highest 
number of passengers is the one defining the minimum capacity that such line should have. Once these minimum 
required number of carriages have been computed for each line, we can easily compute the profit of the network. 
Note that this value is the maximum profit for a fixed configuration of frequencies. Figure 2 shows a pseudocode of 
this algorithm. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Exact algorithm for the railway network frequency and capacity setting problem. 
Remark: We would like to emphasize that, once the frequencies are known, the problem reduces to finding the 
minimum number of carriages per train and line so that all passengers can be transported. It is trivial to prove that, 
such a combination of number of carriages, yields the solution that transports all passengers at minimum cost. 
4. A heuristic algorithm 
As we will see in the experiment section, the exact algorithm introduced in Section 3 might not be applicable to 
instances of medium-large size. In this section we propose a heuristic algorithm. A heuristic algorithm is a 
procedure which obtains “good” solutions in a reasonable amount of time, although there is no guarantee that such 
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solutions are optimal. We propose a new method based on the Heuristic Local Search Algorithm (HLSA) defined in 
Gallo et al. (2011). Our method consists of four phases.  
 
1. In a first phase, we find the optimal configuration of line frequencies (the one that maximizes the net profit) in 
which all lines have the same frequency, and we keep such solution. That is, we compute the maximum possible 
net profit for frequency configurations (Ȳmin SGUUUGSȲmin), (Ȳmin RXSGUUUGSȲmin +1)…,(Ȳmax SGUUUGSȲmax), where Ȳmin 
and Ȳmax are the minimum and maximum possible frequencies for a given line, respectively. 
2. In the second phase, the neighborhood of the solution obtained in the first one is explored. We here say that two 
line frequency configurations, (Ȳ1,1 SG UUUG SȲ1,L), (Ȳ2,1 SG UUUG SȲ2,L),  are neighbors if there is only one line with 
different frequency, and the difference between these different frequencies is -1 or 1, that is, if  Ȳ1,l =GȲ2,l  for all 
line l except l’, and  Ȳ1,l’ -GȲ2,l’  = -1 or 1. We find the best neighbor and keep this configuration as the current 
solution.  
3. In the third phase we consider a local search different from the one in phase 2. For each line, we increase its 
frequency one by one (operation defined as mov+) while we improve the solution (no need to analyze frequency 
configurations in which all frequencies are the same, as these were computed in phase 1). In case of not 
improving the solution, we decrease its frequency one by one (operation defined as mov-) while we improve the 
solution. We repeat the same process for all lines, and we keep the best solution.  
4. In the fourth phase we apply a type of steepest descent algorithm. From the solution stored in Phase 3, we first try 
to improve the objective function by applying the movements described in the third phase (mov+ and mov-) only 
to the first line. We keep the best solution and, over such a solution, apply the same to the second line. And so on. 
We keep the best solution found and the algorithm stops.  
 
A pseudocode of this algorithm is shown in Figure 3. The following example illustrates how this heuristic works. 
 
Example: 
 
 Consider two linesκଵǡ κଶ and five possible frequencies for each line, namely, {1,2,3,4,5}. 
Phase 1: calculate the net profit of the following frequencies: [1,1], [2,2], [3,3], [4,4], [5,5]. Assume that the best 
profit is given by configuration [3,3]. 
Phase 2: in this phase, the neighbors of [3,3] are {[4,3],[2,3],[3,4],[3,2]}. Assume that configuration [3,4] yields 
the highest profit, so we keep this solution. 
Phase 3: from solution [3,4], we start by increasing the frequency of the first line (note that [4,4] is not here 
analyzed). So we compute the next, [5,4], which let us assume yields a better profit. We then analyze [1,4] (as 
frequency 6 is not feasible), then [2,4],… until we stop improving the profit. If at the first iteration of mov + ([5,4]), 
a better profit is not obtained, we decrease the frequency of the first line in the same way as move +.  We do the 
same for the second line κଶ. Assume that the best solution in this phase is [3,1]. 
Phase 4: We now apply mov+ or mov- to line κଵ in solution [3,1] as phase 3, iteratively while we improve the profit. 
Assume that the best solution found is [4,1]. We now apply mov+ or mov- to the second line κଶin solution [4,1] 
while we improve the profit. The solution obtained after these steps is the final solution of the algorithm. 
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Fig. 3. Heuristic algorithm for the railway network frequency and capacity setting problem. 
5. Experiments 
In this section we show the results obtained when comparing the performance of the exact algorithm and the 
heuristic algorithm here introduced.  
Table 1 contains the values of all parameters included in the experiments. The data reported in this table are 
based on the specific train model Civia, usually used for regional railway passengers transportation in Spain by the 
National Spanish Railways Service Operator (RENFE). One important characteristic of Civia trains is that the 
number of carriages can be adapted to the demand. Each Civia train constains two electric automotives (one at each 
end) and a variable number of passenger carriages, among 0 and 3. Each automotive or carriage has a maximum 
capacity of 200 passengers. In our experimentation, we will assume that the train is composed by only one electric 
locomotive (for traction purposes and null capacity) and several passengers carriages (which cannot move without a 
locomotive) as in Cordeau, Soumis and Desrosiers (2000) and Alfieri, Groot, Kroon and Schrijver (2006). The 
purchase price of rolling stock used in this experimentation is also based on the real data of Civia trains.  The price 
of ticket and subvention considered in our experimentation, have been taken from the newspaper 
(http://www.20minutos.es/noticia/2028399/0/madrid/empresas-privadas/metro-ligero/). 
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    Table 1. Parameter setting 
Description Value 
Years to recover the purchase 20 
Number of operative hours per year 6935 
Cost for operating on locomotive per 
kilometer [€/Km] 
34 
Operating cost of a carriage per 
kilometer [€/Km] 
2 
Cost per crew and year for each 
train[€/year] 
75ή ͳͲଷ 
Purchase cost of one locomotive in € 2,5ή ͳͲ଺ 
Purchase cost of one carriage in € 0,9ή ͳͲ଺ 
Capacity of each carriage (number of 
passengers) 
2ή ͳͲଶ 
Average commercial speed in [km/h] 30 
Feasible frequencies set {3,4,5,6,10,12,15,20} 
Minimum number of carriages that can 
be added to a train 
1 
Maximum number of carriages that can 
be added to a train 
10 
 
In these experiments, we consider five different network topologies:  
1. a network with six nodes and two lines:κଵ={{1,3},{3,5},{5,6}} and κଶ={{2,3}, {3,4}}.  
2. a network with seven nodes and three lines: κଵ={{2,4},{4,5}},  κଶ={{1,4}, {4,7}} and κଷ={{3,4}, 
{4,6}}.  
3. a network with eight nodes and three lines:κଵ={{1,3},{3,4},{4,6}, {6,8}},  κଶ={{2,4}, {4,5}, {5,7}} 
and κଷ={{4,6}, {6,8}}.  
4. a network with 15 nodes and five lines: κଵ ={{1,3},{3,5},{5,7}},  κଶ ={{1,4}, {4,11}, {11,15}}, 
κଷ ={{13,10}, {10,4}, {4,6},{6,8}}, κସ ={{2,9}, {9,10}, {10,11},{11,12}} and κହ ={{5,6}, {6,11}, 
{11,14}}.  
5. a network with 20 nodes and six lines:  : κଵ={{2,4},{4,6},{6,5},{5,9},{9,13}},  κଶ={{1,3}, {3,6}, 
{6,7},{7,10},{10,15}}, κଷ ={{12,13},{13,14},{14,15},{15,16}}, κସ ={{13,17}, {17,19}, {19,20}}, 
κହ={{8,13}, {13,18}, {18,16},{16,11}} and κ଺={{8,9}, {9,14},{14,15},{15,16}}.  
 
From each of these configurations, which are depicted in Table 3, we have randomly generated 10 different 
instances for the OD matrix and length data. To this end, the number of passengers of each OD pair w, was obtained 
according to the product of two parameters. The first one was set randomly in the interval [5,15] by using a uniform 
function, whereas the other one was set in a different interval for each configuration. Concretely, for the first 
configuration, the interval considered was set as [65,77], generating around 20.000 passengers at each instance of 
such configuration. For the second and third configurations, the number of passengers was approximately 30.000 
passengers, and the parameters were defined in the intervals [68, 80] and [51, 59], respectively. The number of 
passengers for the fourth configuration was set in [23, 25], and for the last configuration was set to 16 for all 
instances.  
The travel times ݑ௪௔௟௧by the alternative mode, were obtained by means of the Euclidean distance and the speed of 
20 km/h, whereas, the travel times into the railway were obtained according to in-vehicle travel time, waiting and 
transfer times. The waiting time was supposed to be half of the corresponding time between services of lines at the 
origin station, whereas, the transfer time was assumed to be half time between two consecutive services at the line to 
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transfer. We assume if the load (number of passenger traveling) of each line is higher than capacity of line over ࣌%, 
the solution is taken into account. 
Besides, for each of the first four configurations we have also assumed two possible values for the parameter ߪ  
as well as for the fare, therefore we have tested 40 different instances for each of these first four configurations. Due 
to the long computational times, the fifth configuration was only tested in 10 instances. This makes a total of 40x4 + 
10 = 170 instances tested. Table 2 shows the average results obtained in each configuration.  
x Column Config is the name we have given to each group of instances. 
x Columns ܼோ் correspond with the average values of the objective function obtained for each algorithm.  x Columns CPU show the average computational time needed for each algorithm, in seconds. 
x Column Gap shows the percent relative difference between objective functions for both algorithms, 
according to the following formula: 
 
ͳͲͲ כ ൫ܼோ்ሺܧݔܽܿݐሻ െ ܼோ்ሺܪ݁ݑݎ݅ݏݐ݅ܿሻ൯Ȁ̴ܼܰܧܶሺܧݔܽܿݐሻ 
 
x Column Dif time shows the ratio between the computational times of the exact and the heuristic. 
 
Table 2. Average results   
Config 
 
ܼோ் 
Heuristic 
ܼோ் 
Exact 
CPU 
(seg) 
heuristic 
CPU 
(seg) exact 
Gap % Dif time  
Conf 1 9,5497E+09 9,5499E+09 0,063375 0,19335 0,002 3,05088757 
Conf 2 1,1834E+10 1,1939E+10 0,16995 3,48045 0,879 20,4792586 
Conf 3 9,3250E+09 9,3302E+09 0,2836 5,8851 0,056 20,7514104 
Conf 4 1,3830E+10 1,3845E+10 5,5772 5077,36 0,108 910,377967 
Conf 5 1,4324E+10 1,4324E+10 22,8246 153039,9 0,000 6705,04193 
 
A quick analysis of these results shows that the percent relative gaps were always lower than 0.11%, which is a quite 
satisfactory result, especially if we consider the difference between computational times. It is interesting to see how 
the exact algorithm is three times slower than the heuristic in the first configuration (the small one), but when it gets 
to the larger one, configuration 5, the exact is 6705 times slower than the heuristic (the heuristic took 22 seconds on 
average, whereas the exact took over 42 hours on average).  
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Table 3: Different configurations in our experiments. 
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Conclusions 
In this paper we have introduced a capacity-frequency line setting problem in the presence of a 
competing transportation mode. The objective is to choose, for each line, the number of services per hour and the 
number of carriages of a given uncapacitated metro network, so that all passengers that want to use the system have 
a service and a certain net benefit is maximized. This is a new problem in the context of railway systems. To 
this  end, we have needed to incorporate a long term public economic support  for the operating and acquisition 
rolling stock.   We have proposed an exact approach and a heuristic algorithm for this problem. Preliminary results 
over randomly generated small-medium size instances show that the heuristic obtains good solutions in shorter CPU 
times than the exact algorithm. The input data in the computational experiments has been based on real data in order 
to calibrate all parameters that appear in our problem. Further research will focus on enlarging the size of the 
benchmark and facing the capacitated version of this problem. 
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